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• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
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any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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Mon
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Thu

Fri

Sat
1
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3

4

5

6

7

FQ

8

Moon Perigee

Tandy
Hills

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

26

27

28

29

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm

23

24

25

Moon Apogee

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled

30

Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth
Museum of Science & History, the wellattended, monthly public star parties
presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to
Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the
first adult amateur astronomy clubs
formed in the country and one of the
largest with more than 200 active
members.
Members will have several telescopes
set up at Tandy Hills for viewing the
night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs Coolers welcome - Steel City Pops will
be on hand
More
details
at
the
NASA
website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event-view.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: June 81h Always consult the below site for date changes due to weather.

http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Astronomy with a Home Computer
by Neale Monks
Computers have probably done just as much to revolutionize
amateur astronomy as Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes. We
can plan an evening's observing session
more accurately, get a good idea of the
viewing conditions in advance, take hundreds of detailed astrophotographs and
edit them in a matter of minutes, identify
unknown objects moving through our field
of vision, inventory our eyepieces and other equipment, exchange information with
other stargazers around the world, and
share our results instantly. Ask the telescope what you're looking at, and it tells
you. Punch in the name or location of an
object, and the 'scope moves itself right to
it for your enjoyment. Just try to imagine
our hobby without computers!

Astronomy with a Home Computer is an
excellent introduction to today's technology for the amateur
astronomer. It discusses more than just home computers; it
also deals with telescopes as a whole, explaining what one
needs to know about the various kinds of optics and how to
use that information. What sort of
accessories do I need? What types
of eyepieces? Should I modify my
store-bought telescope in any way?
It also delves into setting up a telescope for an observing session, how
to align the optics, how to align the
scope for motorized guiding, and
the pros and cons of different types of mounts. There's a lot
to absorb.

to create a spreadsheet that calculates various parameters
for your existing eyepiece collection. This way you know
which eyepieces are best suited to certain tasks, and you can
identify any gaps that need filling before spending money on
new eyepieces.”

Monks is obviously an experienced amateur astronomer:
“Having bought and unpacked your telescope, you now need
to wait for inevitable post-astronomical purchase rainstorms
to pass. These usually last about a week and will let up just
in time for Full Moon when you won't be
able to see much of anything other than
the Earth's natural satellite... The same
Murphy's Law that holds that buying astronomical equipment always precipitates
the longest spell of complete cloud cover
for months, so too will the batteries die
just when the seeing has turned good and
the things you're interested in are high in
the sky.”

The author also points out some of the
limitations of today's computer-controlled
equipment: “You'd easily imagine that
with tens of thousands of objects in the
memory banks of the handsets there
would be a lifetime of observing opportunities built into your Autostar or NexStar telescope. The
problem is that the overwhelming bulk of the objects included in these catalogs are stars. Okay, double stars and variable stars can be fun in their way, but after the first few hundred, stars do rather all start to look
the same. Really, these stars are
included to bulk up the catalogs and
make them more impressive purely
as a marketing ploy... So for a variety of reasons it can be useful to update the go-to telescope's catalogs
or add objects to them to get the
most out of the scope.”

Published by Springer – 2005
ISBN 1-85233-805-9

202 pages

The author discusses various popular astronomy programs
and their features. There's list-planning software, eyepiece
simulators, lunar atlases, planetarium programs, image editors, etc. Several pages explain how to use Adobe Photoshop
to register individual frames and stack them together. One
can also use generic software for astronomical use: “It is easy
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Astronomy with a Home Computer was published too early to
contain any information about cell phones and their applications. But this book is well worth reading for those just
getting into the hobby, and the information inside will help
prevent a great many amateur mistakes. The author covers
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(Book Review—Continued from page 5)

many popular astronomy-related web sites on the Internet,
such as where to download various forms of software, online equipment reviews, etc. The book contains a huge list
of resources; I found something useful on just about every
page. There are photos and illustrations galore.

The author writes quite well. The only real complaint I have
with this book is that it is riddled with spelling and grammatical errors. I'm a bit surprised, as Springer normally edits their books much better than this. I hope and presume
later editions have been corrected, but I gave up counting
the errors about half-way through. But overall this should
not detract from one's enjoyment.

Highly recommended!

The End

e
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Jun

01

Sa

Venus: 20° W

01

Sa

13:15

Moon-Venus: 3.4° N

03

Mo

05:02

New Moon

05

We

07:58

Moon North Dec.: 22.4° N

05

We

10:05

Moon-Mars: 1.6° N

05

We

17:46

Moon Ascending Node

07

Fr

02:19

Moon-Beehive: 0.2° S

07

Fr

18:21

Moon Perigee: 368500 km

08

Sa

20:54

Venus-Pleiades: 5.1° S

10

Mo

00:59

First Quarter

10

Mo

10:11

Jupiter Opposition

16

Su

13:50

Moon-Jupiter: 2.1° S

16

Su

18:09

Venus-Aldebaran: 4.7° N

17

Mo

03:31

Full Moon

18

Tu

10:33

Moon South Dec.: 22.4° S

18

Tu

12:41

Mercury-Mars: 0.2° N

18

Tu

20:49

Moon Descending Node

18

Tu

22:58

Moon-Saturn: 0.5° N

19

We

08:06

Mercury-Pollux: 5.4° S

21

Fr

02:56

Mars-Pollux: 5.5° S

21

Fr

10:54

Summer Solstice

23

Su

02:50

Moon Apogee: 404500 km

23

Su

17:59

Mercury Elongation: 25.2° E

25

Tu

04:46

Last Quarter

30

Su

10:06

Moon-Aldebaran: 2.3° S

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Constellation of The Month
Hercules

Characteristics
Hercules is bordered by Draco to the north; Boötes, Corona Borealis, and Serpens Caput to the east; Ophiuchus to the south;
Aquila to the southwest; and Sagitta, Vulpecula, and Lyra to the west. Covering 1225.1 square degrees and 2.970% of the night
sky, it ranks 5th among the 88 constellations in size.[2] The three-letter abbreviation for the constellation, as adopted by the
International Astronomical Union in 1922, is 'Her'.[3] The official constellation boundaries, as set by Eugène Delporte in 1930,
are defined by a polygon of 32 segments (illustrated in infobox). In the equatorial coordinate system, epoch 2000, the right
ascension coordinates of these borders lie between 16h 00m 26.64s and 18h 57m 49.50s, while the declination coordinates are
between +3.67° and +51.32°.[4] In mid-northern latitudes, Hercules is best observed from mid-Spring until the early part of the
Fall season, culminating at midnight on June 13.[1]
The solar apex is the direction of the Sun's motion with respect to the Local Standard of Rest. This is located within the constellation of Hercules, around coordinates Right Ascension 18h 00m and Declination 30°.[5] The north pole of the supergalactic coordinate system is located within this constellation at Right Ascension 18h 55m 01s and Declination +15° 42′ 32″.[6]

Deep-sky objects
AT2018cow, a large astronomical explosion detected on 16 June 2018.[10][11] As of 22 June 2018, this astronomical event has generated a very
large amount of interest among astronomers throughout the world[12] and may be, as of 22 June 2018, considered a supernova tentatively
named Supernova 2018cow.[13][14]

Hercules contains two bright globular clusters: M13, the brightest globular cluster in the northern hemisphere, and M92. It also contains the
nearly spherical planetary nebula Abell 39. M13 lies between the stars η Her and ζ Her; it is dim, but may be detected by the unaided eye on
a very clear night.
M13, visible to both the naked eye and binoculars, is a globular cluster of the 6th magnitude that contains more than 300,000 stars and is
25,200 light-years from Earth. It is also very large, with an apparent diameter of over 0.25 degrees, half the size of the full moon; its physical
diameter is more than 100 light-years. Individual stars in M13 are resolvable in a small amateur telescope.[8]
M92 is a globular cluster of magnitude 6.4, 26,000 light-years from earth. It is a Shapley class IV cluster, indicating that it is quite concentrated at the center; it has a very clear nucleus.[15] M92 is visible as a fuzzy star in binoculars, like M13; it is denser and smaller than the more
celebrated cluster. The oldest globular cluster known at 14 billion years, its stars are resolvable in a medium-aperture amateur telescope.[8]
NGC 6229 is a dimmer globular cluster, with a magnitude of 9.4, it is the third-brightest globular in the constellation. 100,000 light-years from
Earth, it is a Shapley class IV cluster, meaning that it is fairly rich in the center and quite concentrated at the nucleus. [16]
NGC 6210 is a planetary nebula of the 9th magnitude, 4000 light-years from Earth visible as a blue-green elliptical disk in amateur telescopes
larger than 75 mm in aperture.[8]

The Hercules Cluster (Abell 2151) is a cluster of galaxies in Hercules.
The Hercules–Corona Borealis Great Wall, the largest structure in the universe, is in Hercules.
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History
According to Gavin White, the Greek constellation of Hercules is a distorted version of the Babylonian constellation known as
the "Standing Gods" (MUL.DINGIR.GUB.BA.MESH). White argues that this figure was, like the similarly named "Sitting Gods",
depicted as a man with a serpent's body instead of legs (the serpent element now being represented on the Greek star map by
the figure of Draco that Hercules crushes beneath his feet). He further argues that the original name of Hercules – the
'Kneeler' (see below) – is a conflation of the two Babylonian constellations of the Sitting and Standing Gods. [18]
The earliest Greek references to the constellation do not refer to it as Hercules. Aratus describes it as follows:
Right there in its [Draco's] orbit wheels a Phantom form, like to a man that strives at a task. That sign no man
knows how to read clearly, nor what task he is bent, but men simply call him On His Knees [Ἐγγόνασιν "the
Kneeler"].[19]
Now that Phantom, that toils on his knees, seems to sit on bended knee, and from both his shoulders his hands
are upraised and stretch, one this way, one that, a fathom's length. Over the middle of the head of the crooked
Dragon, he has the tip of his right foot. Here too that Crown [Corona], which glorious Dionysus set to be memorial of the dead Ariadne, wheels beneath the back of the toil-spent Phantom. To the Phantom’s back the Crown
is near, but by his head mark near at hand the head of Ophiuchus [...] Yonder, too, is the tiny Tortoise, which,
while still beside his cradle, Hermes pierced for strings and bade it be called the Lyre [Lyra]: and he brought it
into heaven and set it in front of the unknown Phantom. That Croucher on his Knees comes near the Lyre with
his left knee, but the top of the Bird’s head wheels on the other side, and between the Bird’s head and the Phantom’s knee is enstarred the Lyre.[20]
The story connecting Hercules with the constellation is recounted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus:
On his way back to Mycenae from Iberia having obtained the Cattle of Geryon as his tenth labour Heracles came to Liguria in
North-Western Italy where he engaged in battle with two giants, Albion and Bergion or Dercynus. The opponents were strong;
Hercules was in a difficult position so he prayed to his father Zeus for help. With the aegis of Zeus, Heracles won the battle. It
was this kneeling position of Heracles when prayed to his father Zeus that gave the name "the Kneeler". [21] and Hyginus[22]
Hercules is also sometimes associated with Gilgamesh, a Sumerian mythological hero.[8]

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Globular Cluster Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Introduction
Welcome to the Astronomical League's Globular Cluster Observing Program. This Observing Program has been updated to include an imaging option and three categories for member participation.
Observers new to the Visual Program (V) Certificate and pin.

Observers new to the Imaging Program (I) Certificate and pin.
Previous observers of either the Visual (V) or Imaging (I) Programs. Those
who have already received a certificate and pin for Globular Clusters and now
wish to receive the other certificate. Certificate only.
To qualify for the any of these Globular Cluster Program awards, you need
only be a member of the Astronomical League, either through an affiliated
club or as a Member at Large. If you are not a member now, click here to
view information on becoming a member.

e

Carefully review the sections below noting information that pertains to your
selected category, as there are different requirements for each. Note: the
term “observer” refers to all Observing Program participants.

Overview
The Globular Cluster Observing Program was created by the membership of the Longmont Astronomical Society, of Longmont,
Colorado.
The purpose of this Observing Program is to introduce observers to some of the finest globular clusters in the heavens. You
may use any telescope, although an 8 inch is probably necessary for visual observers under light polluted skies. The core purpose of this program is for you to learn how to determine the structural properties of these diverse celestial objects: their sizes,
shapes, stellar distributions and luminosities.
New Observers (visual or imager) are encouraged to purchase the Guide to the Globular Cluster Observing Program from the
League Bookstore. The most recent 5th edition is dated 2017. The Guide explains in detail the program’s Regular and Challenge objects, as well as the Shapley-Sawyer classification system. Included are the RA, Declination and accurate magnitudes
(provided by Brian Skiff of Lowell Observatory) of 190 galactic and extra-galactic globular clusters along with reference page
numbers for both sets of Uranometria 2000.0 star atlases. It is an invaluable aid in successfully completing this Observing Program.
The Guide also includes information about each of the 190 objects, including their discovery and other interesting facts. Much
of this information was provided by Barbara Wilson, a highly skilled Texas amateur who has observed 137 of the globular clusters listed in this program

e
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Highlight Of The Month
Globular Cluster Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Rules and Regulations
The goal of this Observing Program is for you to observe or image and compare
the structures of globular clusters, and to that end, you can use manual (finder
scopes and star hopping techniques), digital setting circles or any other computer aided Go-To systems. Remote telescopes are allowed.
Observers select a minimum of any 50 globular clusters from the list of 190
cataloged in the Guide. This allows for customization of an observing list suitable to the individual observer's interests, skies and equipment.
However, this program is more than just observing 50 globular clusters and
recording your observations. This program requires both visual and imaging
observers to determine the Shapley-Sawyer concentration class of each globular cluster observed. The Guide explains this classification system and provides
reference images of globular clusters and their concentration classes, along
with an explanation of how to determine the concentration class of each globular you observe by using these images.
Visual observers are required to include one (1) Challenge Object in their 50
objects. Challenge Objects are listed and explained in the Guide. Observers must also record in their log a written description
of every globular cluster they view.
Imaging observers are required to include three (3) Challenge Objects in their 50 objects. Challenge Objects are listed and explained in the Guide. Read the section below on submitting images in lieu of written descriptions in your log. Imagers may not
exceed 5 submissions of non-Milky Way population globular clusters (M31, M110, M33) as part of the 50 total.
Being able to consistently discern the structures of individual globular clusters and how they compare to other globular clusters
is a primary goal of this Observing Program. For optimum results, the observer should use magnifications suitable to each object, aperture, and sky conditions.
For each globular cluster, log the standard data required for Astronomical League Observing Programs as detailed in the
Guide. The Guide has sample pages you can copy to help you accurately record this information or you can use a form of your
own choosing, but it must contain all of the required information. Be sure to include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

object name
date and time (local or UT)
seeing and transparency
latitude and longitude
a sketch or a description
the instrument used.
Your attention to producing a legible log is appreciated.

e

Visual observer certificate numbers will be followed by the letter “V”. Imaging observer certificate numbers will be followed by
the letter “I”. Previous observers will receive new certificate numbers followed by the appropriate letter.
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Globular Cluster Observing Program
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Note:
Though you are familiar with the subject matter of this program, it is recommended you review the information in the Guide to
the Globular Cluster Observing Program that you purchased when you originally observed the program. The program rules and
requirements outlined above for visual and imaging observers apply to submissions from previous observers. It is required that
previous observers include their original Globular Cluster Observing Program certificate number with their new submission.

Submitting for Certification
To receive your Globular Cluster Observing Program certificate and pin (if applicable), submit your logs and images to your local
club’s Astronomical League Observing Coordinator for approval or directly to the Globular Cluster Observing Program Coordinator at the address below. Observing logs may be submitted as
hard copy or electronically via email attachment.
Make sure to include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

your name
mailing address
email
phone number
society affiliation or Member at Large designation
the name and address of the person to whom you want the
certirfication mailed for presentation
Previous observers must also include their original Globular Cluster Observing Program Certificate Number.

Submitting Images
For the imaging option of this certification, images replace written object descriptions, but images must be tagged with the object’s number as it appears on the list. Corresponding logging information should include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

the camera/CCD used
exposure times
film types (if applicable)
imaging software
number of stacked images
other information relevant to the image production
Images may be submitted by any commonly accepted delivery means (CD or Flash Drive) or posted on a website.
Contact the Globular Cluster Observing Program Coordinator with any questions regarding the acceptability of your image submission method.
Globular Cluster Observing Program Coordinator:

e

Bob Kerr
8516 Virginia Road
Bloomington, MN 55438
952-944-7743
E-mail: kerr_comm@hotmail.com
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Date

Brightness

Start

Highest point

End

Pass
type
Data Source: Heavens Above

(mag)

Time

Alt.

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

01 Jun

-1.3

23:18:40

10°

NNW

23:20:06

22°

NNW

23:20:06

22°

NNW

visible

02 Jun
03 Jun

-2.0
-1.3

22:29:32
21:40:41

10°
10°

NNW
N

22:32:18
21:42:40

24°
15°

NE
NNE

22:32:25
21:44:38

24°
10°

NE
ENE

visible
visible

03 Jun

-1.3

23:16:17

10°

NW

23:17:36

21°

WNW

23:17:36

21°

WNW

visible

04 Jun

-3.7

22:26:46

10°

NW

22:30:00

70°

NNE

22:30:00

70°

NNE

visible

05 Jun

-2.7

21:37:27

10°

NNW

21:40:33

35°

NE

21:42:27

19°

E

visible

05 Jun

-0.8

23:14:52

10°

W

23:15:16

12°

W

23:15:16

12°

W

visible

06 Jun

-2.6

22:24:36

10°

WNW

22:27:37

31°

SW

22:27:46

31°

SW

visible

07 Jun

-3.6

21:34:51

10°

NW

21:38:10

68°

SW

21:40:20

20°

SSE

visible

09 Jun

-1.6

21:33:05

10°

W

21:35:33

19°

SW

21:38:01

10°

S

visible

24 Jun

-1.1

05:51:15

10°

SSE

05:52:52

13°

SE

05:54:28

10°

E

visible

26 Jun

-2.9

05:46:39

10°

SSW

05:49:47

42°

SE

05:52:56

10°

ENE

visible

27 Jun

-1.8

04:58:33

15°

SSE

05:00:10

21°

SE

05:02:43

10°

ENE

visible

28 Jun

-0.9

04:10:55

10°

ESE

04:10:55

10°

ESE

04:11:07

10°

ESE

visible

28 Jun

-3.4

05:43:45

11°

WSW

05:46:52

52°

NW

05:50:05

10°

NE

visible

29 Jun

-3.8

04:56:02

39°

SSW

04:57:06

73°

SE

05:00:23

10°

NE

visible

30 Jun
30 Jun

-2.1
-1.8

04:08:15
05:41:37

28°
10°

E
W

04:08:15
05:44:06

28°
19°

E
NW

04:10:24
05:46:33

10°
10°

ENE
NNE

visible
visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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June Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for June 15, 2019 @ 2400 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility

Data source: https://www.calsky.com

Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2017.html
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June 1

June 15

LOCAL SUNSET

June 30

June 01

June 15

Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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June 1

June 15

LOCAL SUNSET

June 30

June 01

June 15

Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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Board Meeting Minutes— May 14th, 2019
Pam Klich, Secretary
Attendees: Bruce Cowles, Chris Mlodnicki, Fred Klich,
Laura Cowles, Pam Klich, Patrick McMahon, Phil Stage,
Robin Pond

-President - Chris Mlodnicki, elected 2018
-Vice President - Fred Klich, elected 2017
-Treasurer - Laura Cowles, elected 2017
-Secretary - Pam Klich, elected 2016

Chris Mlodnicki called the meeting to order.

-Board Member - John McCrea, elected 2017

-Board Member - Pam Kloepfer, elected 2017
-Board Member - Phil Stage, elected 2018

Discussion Topics

-Board Member - Robin Pond, elected 2018

Club Marketing - Marketing supplies have been replenished and returned to be used for star parties and other
public events. There are enough easels, laminated posters, displays, brochures and handouts for 2 concurrent
events. Business cards were replenished with an order
of 500. Chris prepared and got 300 copies of brochures.
The board will also acquire stickers such as “I saw Saturn!” to hand out at star parties.
FWAS Web Site – Chris is working on a new web site.
A draft view should be available in a month or so. He is
currently pulling content from the egroup site to copy to
the new site.
3RF – Due to repair plans, the 3RF visit has been moved
to 9/20-9/22.
Land Update – 2 funding options have been proposed
since the last general meeting. The board agreed that
option 1 is not a good option for the club and will not be
pursued. Option 2 might be considered on the condition
that the donated money is only to be used for the land
purchase.

Hold Harmless and Code of Conduct – The Hold
Harmless and Code of Conduct agreement signatures
must be updated for 2019. The secretary will send an
email with instructions.
Treasurer Report –
149 active members
Checking account balance is $3,058.08
Savings account balance is $45,928.61

The meeting was adjourned.
Submitted by Pam Klich, Secretary.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

1-A club member will buy the land and the club will buy it
back from the club member owner.
2-Club members donate money to cover the cost of land
above the approved $35,000 limit.
Picnic – No Messier Marathon – Still looking for a date
to have a club picnic at the Thomsen dark site.
2019 Elections – coming up in June. Need to confirm
terms of office for the board members below. See the
end of this document for Bylaw information regarding
elections of executives and board members. Note: A
nominating committee, established in April by the Executive Board, will present nominations of eligible candidates
at the May general meeting.
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Club Meeting Minutes— May 21st ,2019
Pam Klich, Secretary
The meeting was called to order by Chris Mlodnicki,
President.
62 members and visitors were in attendance.
Chris welcomed everyone and recognized visitors and
new members. Chris also reviewed the club mission
statement, the dark sky sites, upcoming star parties and
outreach, and upcoming astronomical events.

General Session
Space Day at FWMHS – FWAS had a display at Space
Day on 5/3/19 for school children and 5/4/19 for adults.
There were 1516 and 1205 in attendance respectively.
All the new and resurrected marketing material was in
use.
Presentation – John Donor, from TCU, presented a talk
titled “Milky Way and Its Chemical Composition”, subtitled
“Piecing Together the Puzzle of Galactic Evolution in the
Age of Big Data”. John reviewed the history of collecting
data while observing our galaxy, referencing Leavitt’s
Law, standard candles, Hubble’s tuning fork, the origin of
elements and HIII regions. This led to a discussion of
ESA GAIA (Big Data) astrometry for 1.7 billion sources
including changes over time. Per Wikipedia “Gaia is a
space observatory of the European Space Agency,
launched in 2013 and expected to operate until c. 2022.
The spacecraft is designed for astrometry: measuring the
positions, distances and motions of stars with unprecedented precision.”

ished and returned to be used for star parties and other
public events. There are enough easels, laminated posters, displays, brochures and handouts for 2 concurrent
events. Business cards were replenished with an order
of 500. Chris prepared and got 300 copies of brochures.
The board will also acquire stickers such as “I saw Saturn!” to hand out at star parties.
Website – a new web site for the club is under construction.
Vision 2024 – Chris spoke about the club’s future related
to public awareness of the club as well as club growth.
He suggested that the club review its vision for public
events, social media updates, outreach events, eclipse
outreach, land acquisition and fund raising.
Prime Focus Newsletter – George Lutch is the editor.
Please send articles and pictures.
Treasurer Report –
149 active members
Checking account balance is $3,058.08
Savings account balance is $45,928.61

Meeting Adjourned.

Business Session
2019 Elections – coming up in June. Please consider
running for one of the open positions, or consider who
you might nominate for a position.
The open positions are:

-President
-Vice President
-Treasurer
-Secretary
-Board Member 1
-Board Member 2
3RF – The annual 3RF event has been rescheduled for
9/20-9/22. It was changed due to needed construction at
the site.
Club Marketing - Marketing supplies have been replen-
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser
FWAS is still asking for donations to raise
the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing
our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and
an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have already used this at some outreach and educational events, and
it was a hit!
Donations are tax
deductible. We are a
501(c)3
non-profit
organization dedicated to educating and
sparking the interest
in Astronomy and
Space in the public.
If you would like to
help us recoup this
expense, it’s still not
too late. You can still
donate. Please click
the button below or
go to the URL shown
at the bottom. Any
amount is welcome
and greatly appreciated.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly.
Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve
taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything
you would like to have included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month
at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education
Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth.
Guests and visitors are always welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for
FWAS to attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$60 for adults / families & households
$50 for adults (individual)
$30.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society

See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com

That’s a Fact!

You become taller in
space.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor
meeting, or checks can be mailed in the traditional way.
Members should check the eGroup for the latest postal
mailing address listed by the Secretary/Treasurer.

J u ne

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals
only) can be made through our PayPal link (private link is on
the club’s Yahoo eGroup – no PayPal account required).

“Full Strawberry
Moon”

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky
Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The
link can be found on the club’s Yahoo eGroup. (Members
Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in
the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing certificates through the AL observing clubs.
You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

In the Colonial areas, this was a time to gather
ripening strawberries. It has also been called the
Rose Moon and the Hot Moon.
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General Announcments
Our presenter was so knowledgeable and gave us a fantastic presentation on
star clusters in the milky way.

